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8 .1

Summary and Conclusion

Summary

This study is an attempt to provide some insight into the charactelistics of

economic processes. In our view, an ana.lysis of economic processes has to

consider the foilou'ing propositions. In the first, place, atljustnrent

processes themselves, which lead to the establishment of diffelerrt

equil ibria need further consideration. In the second place and related to

the first observation, the heterogeneity of agents has to be consiclered molc

explicitly. With respe ct to the first proposition it can be argued that tlrc

assumption of perfect coordination is very restrictive, since it negiects

the implications of trade as a fundamental manifestation of the workings of

a market economy. However, both new classical as well as a large number of

nerv Keynesian theories take the establishment of equilibrium outcornes of th<:

coorclination pf ocess for grantecl. Prima,ri ly the characteristics of terminal

states are a.nalyzed, whereas the question how these states come about is not

considered. In this thesis a similar approach is followed in chapter 5. In

our opinion this approach is allowed in case adjustment pfocesses do not

take much time or are of no interest to the problem at hand. Also as a first

orientation of a particular probiem this method may be appropriate. In otlrer

cases an explicit analysis of adjustment processes is required, for

instance, along the l ines of a sequential-analytical approach as in chap[(' ls

6 and 7. Witlt respect to the second proposition it can be observed tha.t

heterogeneity of agents has important implications for the determination oI

market plices and fol the assumed inteldependence between agents or sectors

in the economy. For the sake of simplicity lve confine our analysis to the

impact of heterogeneity among agents on the determination of commodity

prices. To that purpose kinked perceived demand and supply curves are

introduced in the commodity market [Stiglitz (1987)]. In the l itera,ture (sce

chapters 4 and 5), kinked demand curves have served as an analytical device

that enabled the explanation of cornmodity price rigidity. in chaptels 6 and

7 we analyze the irnplications of kinked demand and supply curves in a nrole

dynamic environment.

The first four chapters of the thesis deal with the abovementionecl

problems by means of a discussion of the relevant literature. In chapt,er 2

we consider flexprice models of economic fluctuations. A rna.jol

characteristic of this a,pproach is the assumption of pelfect coordination.
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Devia.tions from the natural levels of output and ernployment are explained by

the introduction of imperfect information. However, the expla.na.tion of

persistent fluctuations in monetary business cycle models is not very

convincing. Alternatively, in the context of real business cycle nrodels

persistent fluctuations in economic activity arise as an equilibtiurr

response to stochastic f luctuations in technology and preference orclenings.

The real business cycle approach can be criticized on theoretical and

empirical grounds. Representative agent models do not leave scope for the

presence of externalit ies. On the other hand, the successful coordination of

individual activit ies is assumed rather than explained. Furthermore, if t lre

process of obtaining knowledge is monotonic or if technology shocks are not

economy-wide, the rationale for f luctua,tions disappears altogether. l lence.

the claim that fluctuations in output and employment can be analyzecl in the

context of a perfectly competitive system cannot be confirmed.

In chapters 3 and 4 ana,lytical approa,ches that abandon the assurnption of

perfect coordination are discussed. In chapter 3 we concludcd from an

analysis of fixprice models that they do not provicle a convincing

explanation of fluctuations in output and employment. The folloiving

arguments apply. In the fi lst place, it is not explained why agents refra,i lr

from price adjustments to relieve perceived constraints IArrow (1959)]. In

the second place, it can be argued that Pareto improving trades ale

prohibited because agents only consider the impact of a perceived constraint

in a particular market on their own behaviour in other markets. Hon,ever, in

a situation of general excess supply, the activities of one agent niay have a

non-negligible impact on the behaviour of other agents. Yet, strategic

behaviour is not considered in fixprice rnodels. The Walrasialt auctioneer u'l)o

guarantees the successful coordination (and cooperation) of individual

activities (perfect informa,tion ) is (implicitly ) reintroduced into f ixprice

theory. As a result, quantity-constrained equii ibria can only follow frorl od

Doc restrictions imposed on the process of trade and infornration dispersion.

In chapter 4 new Keynesian explanations of price and wirge rigidities ancl

theories of coordination fa.i lures and indeterminacies are discussed. Netv

Kc.vnesian models are cllaracterized by absence of the \\ lalrasian auctioneeL,

which implies the introduction of incomplete and asymmetric information in

thc economy. As a rcsult, individual activit ies may trot bc sociall;,

cff icient and the economy nlay get stttck in an equil ibrium u,ith a low level
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of economic activity. Prices clo not reveal all avaiiabie infolrnation abottt.

relative scarcit ies and rnay signal adclit ional information besicle scarcil,-t,

relationships at the same time, as in the theory of implicit cotttracts attcl

efficiency wages. I lowever, prices are only one element in tl ie theoll, of

coordination failures. Coordina,tion failures nay arise in the context of a

number of different models as is i l lustrated in chapter 4. It ca.n be

observed that the new Keynesian literature does not take for grantecl that

the exchange process coordinates economlc activit ies in tlte best possible

way. On the other hand, the exchange process itself is not really analyzecl.

Only the characteristics of socially inefficient equil ibrium outcomes of the

exchange process are emphasized. The question how a (non-cooperative Nash)

equilibrium may come a,bout is left unanswered. Obviously, this question

calls for a dynamic approach. In this respect, the analysis in chapters 6

and 7 can be considercd as art i l lustration of the latter.

Preceding the dynarnic analysis of the iast two chapters a new Keynesian

static macroeconomic model is developed in chapter 5 , whiclt nray explain

both real and nominai rigidities a.nd inefficiently low equilibrium levels of

economic activity. Rigidity in real wages is expiained by' the efficierrcy

wage theory. Rigidity in real commodity prices rnay originate from thc

existence of positive search costs, which give rise to a kinked demand

curve. In case the economy is characterized by rea,l (relative ) wage

stickiness, f iexible (relative) prices and flexible nominal wages) it is

conciuded that real aggregate demand cannot be affected by demand

management. In particular a change in the level of money supply does not

influence the ievel of economic activity. An increase in the level of monev

supply wil l only result in an increase in the general price level. On the

other ha.nd, if the econolny is characterized by real price and real rvage

rigidity as an optimal response to a change in dernand conditions a diffet'ent,

picture emerges. Aggregate demand shocks directly influence the ievel of

economic activity. Real economic activity can be stimuiated by an increase

in real governnent expenditure. Nlonetary policy and money-financed fiscal

policy can be effective in a situation where firms are Nash-competitors and

commodity markets are characterized by imperfect information and small

positive search costs.

The approach followed in chapter 5 provides a straightforrvard suggestion

for subsequent research. Since the model is static, the charactelistics of

adjustment processes cannot be analyzed. To that purpose, a dynamic model is

developed in chapter 6. Tirne is divided in arbitrary srnali discrete periods.



In this way and since current - periorl expectations precede aud a,r'c

independent of actual events in the current period, t l 're irreversibil i t.y o1'

economic processes is incorporated in the model. At the samc time a nore

explicit framework for the analysis of activities that ruove ccononric

processes is developed. The model has the following a,dditional

characteristics. Agents' real and financial decisions are inteltu'ined ancl

taken at the beginning of every unit-period. Financial malkets cleirr.

Production takes one period and all commodities are stored. Sales a.r'e onlv

made out of stock. The cletern.rination of comrnodity priccs is analogous to

Hahn (1978) and incorporates the implications of asymne tric information

[Stiglitz (1987)]. The adjustment of wages in between periods rests upon thc

Phillips curve, whereas expectations are a.daptive.

Despite the introduction of the last two simplif ications, the moclcl

cannot be solved analytically. The characteristics of the rnodel have been

studied by means of a number of simulation experiments, rvhich arc reporl,ed

in chapter 7. The analysis of the simr.rlation results is perfolmed with thc

following aims in mind. In the first place, the sirnulations a,re a.n atteml)t

to provide some insight into the features of economic processes in a sctting

where the existence of perfect coordination is not assumed befolelia,nd. hr

the second place, the implications of heterogeneity among a,gents a.r'e

considered in as far as they may affect the formation of cornmoclity prices.

In the third place, it is analyzed to what extent storage possibilil,ies nra,y

be regarded as an additional source of price rigidity, on ttre one hand, a,nd

as a buffer between demand and production, on the other hand. The analysis

is concentrated on the developments in the real sector irr the economy ancl

particularly on the developrnents in the commodity market, since the model

does not permit a detailed analysis of financial behaviour.

From the simulation experiments the following conclusions may be dran'n.

In the first place, the influence of inventory formation on price beha,viour

is in line with observations in the relevant literature. Conlnorlity prices

display downward rigidity, while inventories absorb fluctuations in

aggregate demand. In the second place, price-setting behaviour of f irnts is

dominated by future price exi:ectations. This implies that prices nral'r ise in

periods of excess commodity supply in ca.se this situa,tion is short and

prececled by a relatively long period of excess commodity demancl. In sotnervltat

more prolonged periods of excess srppiy prices are rigid (correctcd fol

expected inflation), whereas thcy eventually decline in peliod of susl,a,iner.l

excess supply as a result of a downward shift of expected future comniodity
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prices. In situations of excess dernand commodity prices risc. FuLtlterutr.rrc,

households consider the inplications of excess demand itt advattce, sii icc

aiready at the beginning of this regime they o priori clec\dc to redLtcc

intended consumption given the level of wealth. In the third place, it cart

be observed that policy changes irave a considerable impzrct on the level of

aggregate denrand. The effect on the supply side of the econom), is srnaller,

because of offsetting developrnents in commodity prices. In the fourth place,

it can be concluded that the simulation results do not indicate a tenclertcy

toward a situation of rest. In particular the behaviour of the privatc

sector does not shorv a tendency to a situation of equil ibriun growth.

It should be emphasized that the sequential-analytical proccdure we hat't:

followed has some drawbacks. The most important argument against ortr

approach is that it does not permit any observations about the establislmrent

or the characteristics of some terminal (steady) state in tl ie context of t lte

model. The implication of our rejection of the temporary equilibrium method

is that we cannot determine an equilibriun position or time path at all. Ther

observations are always conditional on the set of parameter values usecl.

Sirnulation experinrents only illustrate possible time patterns that can be

generated within the context of t lte model. We wil l not attempt [o generalize

the results. On the other hand, we do not regard the temporary equil iblitrnr

assumption as a useful stariing device for the analysis of dynamic

processes, since it assumes what it has to expla,in, the establishrlent of art

equilibrium position. Seen from that perspective, the approach followed here

has to be preferred.

8.2 Conclusion

In our opinion, the last lines of the previous section reveal a funclamenta.l

problem of macroeconomic theory. On the one hand, mainstream macroeconontic

literature can be criticized for the neglect of an essential fea.ture of

macroeconomics, the coordination issue. On the other ha,nd, the analysis of

chapters 6 and 7 illustrates the inability to generalize results that arcr

obtained from an approach that focused rnore explicitly on tltis issue. The

question arises rvhat direction subsequent research should talie.

In olrr view macroeconomic theory has to deal with probletns of

coordination. The mere a,ssumption that coordination is perfect, implies a

denial of this essentia,l feature of macroeconomics. For that reason it can


